Teacher Instructions: Provide students with a topic/lesson title for the activity and a word or terms related to the topic. Have students write the word in the first chain link. Instruct students to think of a word related to the topic that BEGINS with the LAST letter of the word you provided. Their task is to continue adding topic related terms to the chain links until all links have been completed. An example has been provided for you below, as well as a blank template for your use.
EXAMPLE WORD CHAIN ACTIVITY – Topic/Lesson Title – Creating a Multimedia Presentation
This activity will assist in reinforcing terminology related to our lesson. The first word/terms has/have been provided for you. The remaining chain links are completed by having the next word BEGIN with the ending letter of the previous word. Continue adding words until the chain is complete.
WORD CHAIN ACTIVITY – Topic/Lesson Title – ________________________________

This activity will assist in reinforcing terminology related to our lesson. The first word/terms has/have been provided for you. The remaining chain links are completed by having the next word BEGIN with the ending letter of the previous word. Continue adding words until the chain is complete.